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ACME TACKLEʼS DELUXE KASTMASTER KIT™ IS A FULL ARESENAL FOR ULTRALIGHT 
TROUT AND PANFISH ANGLERS  

Whatʼs better than Acmeʼs proven Kastmaster® spoon for tempting trout and panfish on ultralight tackle?  A full 
“six pack” of these famous spoons, selected by the lure fishing experts at Acme Tackle Company for their 
effectiveness under a variety of conditions.  
 
Acmeʼs Deluxe Kastmaster Kit (#KT-25) is more than just a powerful weapon for ultralight anglers — itʼs an entire 
arsenal.   Featuring six 1/8-oz. Kastmaster spoons in deluxe finishes, this kit gives anglers everything they need 
to fool finicky trout in clear mountain streams, bluegill and crappie in warm water lakes — even pond-dwelling 
largemouths.  These small spoons are designed to cast long distances on light 2- and 4-lb. test spinning gear and 
entice freshwater predators focused on small minnows or fry.  
 
The Deluxe Kastmaster Kit features some of Acmeʼs most successful deluxe lure colors and finishes, selected to 
help anglers “match the hatch” as well as changing water conditions.  These include Frog, Rainbow Trout and 
Brown Trout patterns, developed to imitate the naturally occurring forage and fish fry that make up an important 
part of trout and panfish diets.  In addition to these three popular finishes, each kit also contains 1/8-oz. 
Kastmaster spoons in Fire Tiger, Chartreuse/Orange and Candy.  These brightly painted patterns are ideal when 
fishing in stained or muddy waters, attracting attention and drawing strikes when nothing else will. 
 
All of these highly effective colors are matched with Kastmasterʼs famous swimming action. Kastmasterʼs  
slab-sided design lets anglers fish effectively over a range of speeds.  It also provides an enticing flutter “on the 
fall,” making this lure an ideal choice for vertically jigging through the ice or over open water structure. 
 
These Kastmaster spoons are built with stainless steel split rings and needle-sharp treble hooks that hook and 
hold feisty freshwater gamefish.  Acmeʼs premium quality baked-on finishes are designed to stand up to tough 
fishing, season after season. 
 
To learn more about the Deluxe Kastmaster Kit for ultralight anglers, contact Acme Tackle Co. at 69 Bucklin St., 
Providence, RI 02907 • Telephone: (401) 331-6437 • Or visit online at: www.acmetackle.com. 
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